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Highway 21 was created for riders who 
lust for the open road and the roar of 
mechanical perfection.  We are dedicated 

to customizing your riding style no matter 
what you ride or how you ride it.    Our 

mission is to help you get out and Cruise 
the Highway.

www.highway21.com
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riding gear
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Shooting for perfection, the Gunner jacket was built with flexibility and protection that is needed for attacking 
the roads without hesitation.  The Gunner’s artillery of features keeps you equipped and protected on the front 
lines with both style and performance. When confidence and comfort are a requirement there is no other 
option. Battle on.

Gunner 

Vintage Gunmetal

Material: Premium 1 mm leather
Protection: Removable CE armor in shoulder and elbows. Removable 

PE foam perforated back protector. Black reflective piping
Liner: Mesh lining. Removable thermal liner with plaid print and 

Hydraguard waterproof membrane.
Features: 12 zippered vents. 2 way main zip. All YKK zippers. Adjustable 

side snaps. Accordion fitment area at waist. Inner napoleon pocket. 
Inner device pocket. Concealed carry pocket. 2 hand warmer 
pockets. 2 Chest pockets.

Black 489-1014 S-2X  $399.95   3X-4X $439.95

Vintage Gunmetal 489-1015 S-2X  $399.95   
3X-4X $439.95 5
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The Gasser jacket was inspired by the days of pure adrenaline, the era when riders lived for weekend races. 
Whether racing board track, dirt track, or road circuits, they all shared one common goal: striving to be the 
best and accepting their fate while doing so. Riding in today’s world has changed, and so has technology. If 
you’re looking for a vintage jacket that takes you back in the past but protects your future, look no further.

Gasser 

Vintage Brown

Material: Premium 1mm leather
Protection: Removable CE armor in shoulder and elbows. 

Removable PE foam perforated back protector. Black 
reflective piping

Liner: Quilted removable thermal liner and interior mesh and 
Hydraguard waterproof membrane.

Features: 9 zippered vents. 2 way main zip. All YKK zippers. 
Adjustable side snaps. Fully perforated side panels. 
Expansion Panel system. Inner napoleon pocket. Inner 
device pocket. Concealed carry pocket.  2 hand warmer 
pockets. 1 chest pocket.

Black 489-1010 S-2X  $349.95   3X-4X $384.95

Vintage Brown 489-1011 S-2X  $349.95   3X-4X $384.95

Bringing together technical ability and strength, the Gearhead jacket was developed with the inner 
mechanic in mind.  Hard work is in our blood, and the results are a reflection of what we are willing to 
sacrifice to get there.  Whether you’re changing oil, rebuilding an engine, or just pounding pavement, the 
Gearhead jacket is always the right fix.  

Gearhead

Brown

Black 489-1101 S-4X  $159.95 

Brown 489-1102 S-4X  $159.95 

Material: Water resistant Twill shell
Protection: Removable CE armor in shoulder and elbows. Removable 

PE foam perforated back protector. Black reflective piping
Liner: Comfort mesh liner. 
Features: Removable Hoody with reversible zipper and armor 

pockets. Gusseted adjustable wrist cuffs. DTS drawstring tuck 
system. Waist adjustment snaps. All YKK zippers. Upper arm pen 
pocket. Inner napoleon pocket. Inner device pocket. 2 hand warmer 
pockets.
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Riding seasons can be limited by weather; don’t let summer be one of them.  The Turbine jacket was 
created to escape the days when the sun is overbearing and the pavement is melting your tires.  The 
full bore air mesh and PE protection creates a perfect combination of comfort and safety.  Maximize 
your warm weather riding by slipping into a Turbine. 

Turbine

Black 489-1140 S-4X  $99.95 

Material: Full bore mesh allowing maximum airflow
Protection: Removable PE armor in shoulder and elbows. Removable PE foam 

perforated back protector. Black reflective piping

Liner:  Comfort mesh lining with removable Hydraguard fully waterproof 
liner.

Features: Comfort collar and wrist cuffs. Custom Main zipper pull. 2 position 
adjustable arm snaps. Zippered cuff enclosure with security snap. Belt 
loop fastener.  Expansion panel system. Velcro adjustable waist. Interior 
napoleon pocket. 

Despite the fact that they don’t offer the protections we need while we’re pounding the pavement, 
sometimes hoodies are just what we’re in the mood for.  In order to keep the good ol’ days close to our 
heart, and keep injuries part of the past, we created the heavyweight of the hoody class.  Designed to be as 
comfortable as your favorite hoody, but safe enough for the ride, the Industry Hoody has never been more 
ready for the road.

Industry

Corporate

Graphic

Corporate 489-1170 S-4X  $89.95 

Material: Heavy duty cotton poly blend
Protection: Removable CE armor in shoulder and elbows. Removable 

PE foam perforated back protector.
Liner: Comfort mesh lining
Features: YKK Zipper. DTS drawstring tuck system. Two hand warmer 

pockets. Optional graphic. Graphic 489-1171 S-4X  $89.95 
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The Magnum vest packs a huge punch and makes an impact at every stop light. Its fit and features do all the 
talking. With 100% genuine leather, concealed carry pocket, and such bold styling, this silent threat is one not 
to be reckoned with. If you’re looking for the largest caliber in core protection, the Magnum has your back.

Magnum

Black 489-1071 S-2X  $169.95 

Material: Premium 1 mm leather all around
Liner: Premium plaid lining
Features: All YKK zippers. Inner napoleon pocket. 

Inner device pocket. Concealed carry pocket. 
2 hand warmer pockets. 2 chest pockets. 
Adjustable waist snaps

  The 12-Guage vest was built to adapt and overcome everyday obstacles. The 6-point side panel 
adjustment system allows for multiple set-ups, guaranteeing the perfect fit. Its concealed carry pocket 
and drop tail add to the 12-guage’s functionality, while its 100% genuine leather and YKK® zippers 
ensures the vest will last a lifetime.

12 Gauge

Black 489-1072 S-2X  $139.95 

Material: Premium 1 mm leather all around
Liner: Comfort mesh liner
Features: All YKK zippers. Inner device 

pocket. Concealed carry pocket. 2 hand 
warmer pockets. 3 position side snaps.

3X-4X  $185.95 3X-4X  $154.95 
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 The Six Shooter vest is as traditional as its name. Since the 19th century horsemen spent most 
of their time on the range, the vest or “office in the saddle” was invented to create storage and 
added warmth to these lengthy and tough trips. Determined not to leave its roots, we built a 
vest that looks as good as the original but meets all 20th century standards.

Six Shooter

Black 489-1070 S-2X  $109.95 

Material: Premium 1 mm leather all around
Liner: Comfort lining
Features: Fully adjustable side Lace. Four branded main 

snaps. 2 hand warmer pockets. 2 interior pockets. 1 large 
napoleon pocket. Concealed carry pocket. 

3X-4X  $119.95 

The Maverick chap is designed with America’s rich history in mind.  Dating back to the 1870’s, 
chaps started finding their way onto horsemen, and over a century later they are still being 
widely used by horsemen and iron horsemen alike.  Put on a pair of Maverick chaps and step into 
the past to protect your future.

Maverick

Front Back

Black 489-1090 S-2X  $179.95 

Material: Premium 1 mm leather all around
Liner: Comfort mesh lining
Features: All YKK zippers. Cuttable inseam for proper 

fitment. Lower leg adjustment snaps. Perforated upper 
thigh. Inner leg stretch panels. Waist belt and rear 
adjustment lace. 2 zippered side pockets

3X-4X  $199.95 
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Revolver

Material: Genuine Goat skin leather. Aramid outer 
shell.

Features: Touch screen compatible. Adjustable wrist 
closure. Pre-curved fingers for added comfort and 
less fatigue. Memory foam in palms for reduced 
vibration and comfort. Reinforced hard knuckle. 

Black 489-0013 S-3X  $54.95 

Touch screen 
compatible
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Pitt

Black 489-0025 S-3X  $34.95 

Material: Genuine Goat skin leather
Features: Touch screen compatible. 

Adjustable wrist closure.

Trigger

Material: Genuine Goat skin leather
Features: Touch screen compatible. Adjustable wrist 

closure. Pre-curved fingers for added comfort and 
less fatigue. Memory foam in palms for reduced 
vibration and comfort. Reinforced hard knuckle.

Black 489-0011 S-3X  $59.95 

Touch screen 
compatible

Touch screen 
compatible
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Hook

Material: Genuine Goat skin leather
Features: Dual density memory foam for 

comfort and protection. Gauntlet Cuff. 
Adjustable wrist closure. Reinforced 
knuckle. Pre-curved fingers for added 
comfort and less fatigue.

Black 489-0010 S-3X  $59.95 

Silencer

Material: Genuine Goat skin leather, Aramid
Features: Touch screen compatible. Adjustable 

wrist closure. Pre-curved fingers for added 
comfort and less fatigue. Memory foam in 
palms for reduced vibration and comfort. 
Reinforced knuckle, finger and palm pads.

Black 489-0014 S-3X  $49.95 

Touch screen 
compatible
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Jab Jab Perf Half Jab Perf

Jab

Material: Genuine Goat skin leather, Aramid
Features: Dual density memory foam for comfort and 

protection. Keshield  knuckle panel. Adjustable Wrist 
closure. Padded knuckle and palm. Pre-curved fingers 
for added comfort and less fatigue.

Jab 489-0015 S-3X  $44.95 

Jab Perf 489-0016 S-3X  $39.95 

Half Jab Perf 489-0018S-3X  $29.95 
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Haymaker

Material: Genuine Goat skin leather
Features: Touch screen compatible. Adjustable wrist 

closure. Pre-curved fingers for added comfort and less 
fatigue. Memory foam in palms for reduced vibration and 
comfort. Reinforced hard knuckle.

Black 489-0012 S-3X  $54.95 

Granite

Material: Genuine Goat skin leather.  3M 60g Thinsulate insulation.
Features: Adjustable dual wrist closures. Foam reinforced 

palm. HiPora waterproof/breathable liner. Pre-curved finger 
construction for comfort and less fatigue.

Black 489-0020 S-3X  $49.95 

Touch screen 
compatible
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Deflector

Wind deflector  
removed

4” Wind Deflector

Material: Premium 100% Genuine Leather. 120 grams of Thinsulate insulation for warmth. 
Hipora waterproof and breathable membrane.

Features: Touch screen compatible. Armored Knuckles for added protection. Pre-curved 
fingers. Impact foam reinforced palm. Removable 4” wind deflector. Touch screen 
compatible. Impact foam reinforced fingers. Accordion finger panels for added flexibility. 
Cold Comfort cuff.

Black 489-0002 S-3X  $79.95 

Turbine 

Material: High-flow mesh for superior breathability. Full genuine leather palms for dexterity and 
abrasion resistance

Features: Touch screen compatible. Impact foam reinforced palms for protection and vibration 
absorption. Pre-curved construction for comfortable fit. Leather accordion panels on knuckles 
for added protection and flex. Touch screen compatible. Branded snap enclosure

Black 489-0001 S-3X  $34.95 

Touch screen 
compatible

Touch screen 
compatible
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Recoil

Material: Genuine goat skin leather
Features: YKK brand zipper closure. Memory foam 

in palms for reduced vibration and comfort.

Black 489-0008 S-3X  $49.95 

Tan 489-0009 S-3X  $49.95 

Black ivy
Ladies

Material: Genuine goat skin leather
Features: Dual density memory foam for comfort and 

protection. Laser etched design. Adjustable wrist closure. 
Pre curved fingers for added comfort and less fatigue. 
Reinforced knuckle.

Black 489-0080 S-3X  $49.95 
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Vixen

Material: Genuine goat skin leather palm, breathable polyester
Features: Touch screen compatible. Reflective piping for increased 

visibility. Soft knuckles provide protection and comfort. Pre-curved 
fingers for added comfort and less fatigue.

Black 489-0090 S-2X  $44.95 

Black/White Lace 489-0091 S-2X  $44.95 
Purple Lace 489-0092 S-2X  $44.95 

Liberty Brown 489-0093 S-2X  $44.95 

Black Black/White Lace Purple Lace Liberty Brown

Black 
Palm

Brown 
Palm

Ladies

Touch screen 
compatible
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Roulette

Material: Genuine goat skin leather
Features: Expandable cuff. Adjustable wrist closure. Memory 

foam in palms for reduced vibration and comfort. Pre-curved 
fingers for added comfort and less fatigue.

Black 489-0082 S-3X  $44.95 

Ladies
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boots
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Primary Engineer

Primary Engineer Low 361-802 7-14 $149.95 

Material: 100% genuine leather, oiled and water-resistant
Liner: HiPora® waterproof lining throughout
Features: Goodyear®  welt construction for durability (can be re-soled). Oil-resistant, anti-slip rubber 

sole. Removable insole. Full length cushioned sock lining. Pull loop for easy-on wearability.

Primary Engineer 361-801 7-14  $169.95 

Low
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Spark

7-14 $169.95 

Material: 100% genuine leather, oiled and water-resistant
Liner: HiPora® waterproof lining throughout
Features: Goodyear® welt construction for durability 

(can be re-soled). Oil-resistant, anti-slip rubber sole. 
Removable insole. Full length cushioned sock lining. Pull 
loop for easy-on wearability.

Black 361-803
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Spark Low

Black 361-804 7-14 $169.95 

Material: 100% genuine leather, oiled and water-resistant
Liner: HiPora® waterproof lining throughout
Features: Goodyear® welt construction for durability 

(can be re-soled). Oil-resistant, anti-slip rubber sole. 
Removable insole. Full length cushioned sock lining. Pull 
loop for easy-on wearability

RPM

Black 361-805 7-10 $129.95 

Material: 100% genuine leather, oiled and water-resistant
Liner: HiPora® waterproof lining throughout
Features: Goodyear® welt construction for durability (can be  

re-soled). Oil-resistant, anti-slip rubber sole. Removable insole. 
Full length cushioned sock lining. Pull loop for easy-on wearability.
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GLOVE SIZE IS MEASURED AT THE WIDEST PART OF YOUR PALM,
JUST BELOW THE KNUCKLES.

GLOVE SIZING CHART
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DISTRIBUTED  BY

www.wps-inc.com
Highway 21 • 601 E. Gowen Road •  Boise, ID 83716  
208-376-8400 •  www.highway21.com

Watch Us On

YouTube
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Facebook
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